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Since 1989 Elite Pool Covers have designed and
manufactured an extensive range of high quality,
manual, semi-automatic and fully-automatic pool
cover systems for the harsh Australian climate.
Founder and Managing Director John Webb, who
is actively involved in research and development
at Elite, has focused on creating products that not
only operate better and last longer than competitor
products, but also provide true value for money for
the purchaser.
Our philosophy is simple, that is to provide the
best custom pool cover system for every customer,
as well as following up with an on-going after sales
service to all Elite Pool Cover system owners.

The modern Elite complex boasts over 4500sqm of area.

NEARLY
30 YEARS IN
THE MAKING...
AND OUR NAME
SAYS IT ALL.

The market success that Elite Pool Covers enjoys today
hasn’t just happened over night. It is through foresight,
continual research and development, testing and ongoing
improvement in design and manufacturing standards, that
have come together to make Elite Pool Covers what it is
today, Australia’s market leader in the concept, design and
manufacture of an extensive range of high quality, value for
money pool cover systems.
Elite was the FIRST Australian company to:
•

Design, develop and manufacture Australia’s first
Automatic Pool Cover.

•

To manufacture all aluminium commercial rollers

•

To manufacture mobile domestic rollers

•

To sell thick high quality pool blankets

•

To manufacture high R value insulating bubble
and thermal blankets
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THE WORLD’S
WIDEST RANGE
OF POOL COVER
SYSTEMS...
NOW THERE’S A
MODEL TO SUIT
EVERY POOL & SPA

SECURITY, SAFETY & STYLE
Elite Pool Covers offer a range of high quality manual, semi
automatic and fully automatic pool cover systems that have
been designed and manufactured to suit most pool/spa
shapes and budgets. Flexible in design and installation these
value for money covers save precious water, time, money
and chemicals. They also provide extra security measures
and give you more time to enjoy your pool (up to 4 months
longer swimming). If you’re considering a pool cover system
don’t purchase anything without seeing the complete range
of Elite Pool Cover systems first.

HIDEAWAY®
As the name refers the Elite Hideaway Pool Cover system hides away out of sight. It’s easy to operate with
a single person being able to remove or replace the Solar Blanket in no time. Manufactured from the highest
quality material, this time and money saving aesthetically pleasing system is a must.

ELITE TRIPLE CELL®
SOLAR POOL BLANKET
Elite Triple Cell® is world leading technology. It has been
purpose designed to provide greater heat generation
and insulation. The large triple cells act as solar
collectors on the water surface enabling pool owners
to swim longer in a warmer pool. It’s easier to use and
easier to wind, easier on the eye and comes with a
12 year pro rata warranty*. Elite Triple Cell® is a world
first and it is exclusive to Elite Pool Covers.
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SOLAR BLANKET
The most cost effective method of increasing your
summer pool fun by up to 4 months with an Elite Solar
Blanket. Not only does it heat the pool for free, but the
Elite Solar Blanket keeps the pool cleaner and saves
precious water by stopping nearly all evaporation.
You’ll save big money on chemicals and it’s also healthier
on the environment.

MESH COVER
For pool owners with children and pets the Elite Super
Mesh Cover gives you peace of mind. It’s secure and
can be used all year round or just over the winter
months to keep all of the debris out of the pool.
It’s quick and easy to remove and replace and has
Elite’s exclusive flash mounted inserts.

POOL PROTECTOR
Quick and easy to operate this Elite Pool Cover offers
wide ranging security benefits. It also cuts water
evaporation and insulates your pool’s temperature so
that you can save big money on running costs. A built
in roller allows for the protector cover to be rolled on
and off your pool in less than 3 minutes. The Elite Pool
Protector gives you complete peace of mind.

TRADITIONAL BUBBLE

ELITE TRIPLE CELL®

• 1 Elite Triple Cell® is = 3 standard 			
ELITE TRIPLE CELL®
round bubbles. The more contact with
the water = better heating, better
insulation and the pool stays warmer
TRADITIONAL
for longer…that’s Elite Triple Cell®
DEAD ZONE
• With Traditional Bubble, 				
NO HEAT
performance is reduced due
to the shaped “dead zone”
between the bubbles not being
in contact with the water

BUBBLE

• Elite is proud to lead the world 			
in pool blanket technology, made in 			
Australia and exported to the world
ACTUAL SIZE

ACTUAL SIZE

ULTRA HEAT DEEP COLOURS ARE PROVEN TO HEAT BETTER
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ELITE
PERFORMANCE,
ELITE POOL
COVERS

Travelling around Australia there’s a fair chance the local communities
swimming pool is covered by Elite. The same is true if you are
travelling overseas, you’ll find our pool covers in South Africa, Turkey,
Dubai, Spain, U.A.E and closer to home New Zealand.
The Elite Commercial range of pool cover systems are renowned for
their performance and quality. For instance, if your pool is heated
by gas or heat pumps, then Elite blankets can save you up to 60%
on your heating costs and reduce greenhouse gases, and more
importantly save our planet’s most precious resource; water.
Many indoor pool facilities have very expensive air handling systems
to control condensation, that corrodes the facility. Elite pool blankets
virtually eliminate condensation, saving thousands of dollars on
expensive maintenance and repairs.

ELITE THERMAL SHIELD
Elite Thermal Shield blankets have been designed
specifically for heat retention and is ideal when the
ambient air temperature drops below the pool water
temperature. Thermal Shield’s exclusive Airlon foam
core has up to 3 times less water absorption than the
foam in other blankets on the market.

ELITE ROLLERS
JUST KEEP
ROLLING ON...

Elite has designed and manufactured the
strongest, longest lasting and most
compact commercial roller system on the
market. The construction is from solid 10mm
thick 316 stainless steel that is CNC bent,
then TIG welded (with only one weld per
roller). The frame is electro-polished to oil
rig corrosion resistant standards. All Elite
rollers have a square drive, machined into
the axles, to enable positive drive by the Elite
Blanket Buddy® Power Pack or detachable
steering wheel manual drive.
Elite has a large range of easy to operate
roller systems to match any pool shape or
size and are the specialists in motorised wall
or roof mounted remote control systems.
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HEAD OFFICE
10 Cressall Road, Balcatta
Western Australia 6021
POSTAL ADDRESS
PO Box 598, Balcatta
Western Australia 6914

SALES - AUSTRALIA
P: 1300 887 031
F: 1300 314 493
E: sales@poolcovers.com.au
W: www.poolcovers.com.au

INTERNATIONAL
P: +618 9240 2262
E: export@poolcovers.com.au
W: www.poolcovers.com.au

